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Puheenjohtajan palsta
Hyvä Fotoniikkaseuran jäsen ja Fotoni
-lehden lukija
Keväällä valmistuneen, yhdistyksemme
tilaaman kyselytutkimuksen mukaan
fotoniikka-alan kehitys on ollut Suomessa merkittävää. Yritysten lukumäärä
sekä liikevaihdon ja henkilöstön määrät
ovat kasvaneet vuosittain noin 10%. Tulos vastasi hyvin kyselyyn osallistuneiden yritysten edellisessä kyselyssämme
(2016) tekemiä arvioita tulevasta kehityksestään. Ilahduttavaa oli myös yritysten usko tulevaisuuteen. Seuraavan
neljän vuoden aikana kasvun arvioidaan
olevan nykyistä parempaa.
On hienoa huomata, että fotoniikkaan
uskovat muutkin kuin seuran jäsenet.
Tästä hyvänä esimerkkinä on PREIN- lippulaivahanke, joka vahvistaa alan tutkimusta ja luo pohjaa alan kehittymiselle.
Joensuuhun on nousemassa Photonics
Center, joka Tampereen Kampus Areenan, Otaniemen Micronovan ja muiden
vastaavien tilojen puolesta luovat hyvät
kasvumahdollisuudet
fotoniikka-alan
yrityksille ja kovatasoiselle tutkimukselle. Kuten toiminnanjohtajamme Juha

Purhonen Tekniikka & Talous -lehden
kolumnissaan totesi, ovat nämä hyviä
ja konkreettisia hankkeita, joilla taataan
alan kehittyminen.
Vaikka alussa mainitsemani kyselytutkimus tehtiin ennen Covid-epidemian
leviämistä, pidän kasvuodotuksia realistisina. Tämän havaitsee katsomalla työpaikkailmoituksia. Suomalaiset yritykset
näyttävät kasvavan ja myös ulkomaisia
yrityksiä on tulossa Suomeen. Suomalaiseen osaamiseen luotetaan.
Seuralle tämä vuosi on ollut kaksijakoinen. Seuran tärkein tapahtuma Optics
and Photonics Days jouduttiin siirtämään, ensin loppusyksyyn ja sitten uudelleen keväälle 2021. Tilaisuutta suunniteltiin pidettävän webinaarina, mutta
sekin ajatus hylättiin - esitysten kuulemisen ja näytteilleasettajiin tutustumisen
lisäksi tärkeää tapahtumissa ovat aina
olleet myös vapaamuotoiset ohjelmat,
joissa pääsee tapaamaan ja vaihtamaan
ajatuksia sekä entuudestaan tuttujen
että uusien henkilöiden kanssa. Toivottavasti tämä toteutuu ensi toukokuussa
Turussa!
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“

Laser Diagnostics

Imaging the Unseen

Precise
nanopositioning
devices

Seuran toiminnan päätavoite on
palvella jäsenistöä.
Lisääntyneet henkilöresurssi
mahdollistavat tämän sekä seuran
kehittymisen myös jatkossa.

Kesälle 2021 siirtyy myös osallistuminen Porin Suomi Areena -tapahtumaan.
Siellä seuralla tulee olemaan koko viikon
esittelytila ja järjestämämme myös yhden keskustelutilaisuuden. Tavoitteena
on saada jaettua tietämystä fotoniikasta
eri sidosryhmille. Hienoa sekin, että yhdistystämme ja sen toimintaa arvostetaan niin paljon, että osallistumisemme
Suomi Areenaan on meille maksuton.
Merkittävä tapahtuma on myös vuosittain San Franciscossa järjestettävä Photonics West, joka on ollut seuralle merkittävin tapahtuma Suomen ulkopuolella.
Tätä kirjoittaessa ei ole vielä varmuutta
järjestetäänkö tapahtumaa ensi talvena.
Yleinen veikkaus on, että tapahtumaa ei
järjestetä.
Monet seuran järjestämät tapahtumat
on kyetty järjestämään webinaareina,
joiden hyvänä puolena voi pitää sitä, että
niihin on helppo osallistua sen sijaan
että matkustaisi paikan päälle. Webinaareihimme onkin saatu hyvin osallistujia.
Kesällä saatiin tietää, että seura tulee
saamaan rahoitusta kahdelta uudelta
kansainväliseltä hankkeelta. Tämä on
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todella hienoa, sillä rahoituksen turvin
pystyttiin palkkaamaan toimistoon projektipäällikkö. Tohtori Ana Gebejes aloitti
meillä lomien jälkeen. Anan aktiivinen
ote on näkynyt heti alusta asti tapahtumien järjestelemisissä ja myös muussa
toiminnassa. Seuran toiminta on kasvanut muutamassa vuodessa niin paljon,
että ilman lisähenkilöstöä siitä ei selvittäisi. Seuran toiminnan päätavoite on
palvella jäsenistöä. Lisääntyneet henkilöresurssi mahdollistavat tämän sekä seuran kehittymisen myös jatkossa.
Tänä vuonna seuran hallitus on työstänyt toimintansa tiekarttaa. Se tulee pohjautumaan kyselytutkimuksen vastauksiin ja valmistuu tämän vuoden aikana.
Valmistustyötä tehdessä on hyvin voinut
havaita, kuinka seura on menossa eteenpäin samoin kuin koko fotoniikka-ala
Suomessa.
Hyvää loppuvuotta kaikille lukijoille

TIMO VUORENPÄÄ

Puheenjohtaja, Suomen Fotoniikan seura ry

X-ray imaging
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Laser safety
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The Ophir Wide Beam Imager accessory provides a way to
measure both size and power distribution of a divergence and
large diameter sources as LED, VCSEL and fiber laser.

Acousto-optics
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Fiber optics
Precision optics

The SP920s camera accurately captures and analyzes wavelengths from 190nm - 1100nm with improved accuracy in the NIR.
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Microspectroscopy
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for Physical Sciences
The ultrasensitive ‘Marana 4.2B-6’ backilluminated model. Featuring 95% quantum
efficiency, up to 74 fps and market-leading
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digital imaging
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Letter from
the Editor in Chief
Early this year I received an email from
our former chair professor Jyrki Saarinen
University of Eastern Finland encouraging me to interview recently hired foreign photonics experts at Dispelix Oy in
the upcoming FOTONI issue. Sudden appearance of the corona epidemy in the
spring delayed the interview to the present issue. The idea was that this example would encourage Finnish photonics
companies to follow and to realize that a
number of Finnish photonics companies
are truly interesting for foreign highly
trained workforce to join. Already in the
90’s Nokia pioneered recruiting foreign
talent and it has been later followed by
others, in particular the game business,
which to today is doing it on daily basis. A traditional channel to obtain foreign experts to Finnish companies has
been via foreign student flow, who after
graduation have found a job here. At the
University of Eastern Finland from foreign students who completed their Ph.D.
degree over the last ten years about 60%
have found a job in here and remained
in the country. Workforce has moved to
Finland also when a foreign company
has founded or bought a company in
Finland.
But is it easy for a foreigner to accept a
work offer in Finland? Not long ago Ilkka
Paananen, CEO of Supercell criticized
that Finnish immigration and foreign
workforce officials do not realize that
world class talent does not wait for 3-4
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months to get all the needed papers to
start working in Finland. There is a global
competition on these people and there
are several barriers for foreigners to accept employment in Finland, like Finnish
language (too often good Finnish proficiency is required to start with), uncertainty on availability of English day cares
and schools, not very competitive salaries, high living costs, high taxation, cold
and dark winter. Such circumstances
may direct people finding work in more
lucrative environments. On the other
side we can offer world class and free
education from pre-school to Universities and good social and medical care.
This seems to have weight. A recent survey of CEOs of about 300 foreign companies revealed, that they considered
Finland as a reliable, safe and secure environment for their business in spite of
the Nordic boundary conditions for their
business. Another example, a recent international call from Helsinki Business
Hub for 15 professionals to come to
Finland to explore hopefully their future
work environment for 90 days (at their
own cost) received an unexpected response, 2500 applications were received
in a week, after two weeks 4100. The
only promise from the Hub was to give
to these 15 chosen the needed local help
to get started in Finland. This is an impressive indication of interest of foreigners to join the work force in here. Not
all of these applicants qualify as experts

“

Just now Finland sends a clear message
to the potentially interested experts
that we can handle difficult things in a
safe society.

but those who do offer opportunities for
Finnish companies to hire foreign talent.
In this issue of FOTONI I have interviewed three foreign experts working
for Dispelix Oy as well as three foreign
tenure track professors at University of
Tampere in an effort to find out what
they do here and what it has taken for
the decision making to start permanently
working and live in Finland. I also asked
the Dean of the Faculty of Engineering
and Natural Sciences of the University
of Tampere professor Martti Kauranen
to give his views on the importance of
having foreign expertise to increase our
competitiveness in science.
In this issue we also have nice story by
Ulla Haapanen about the Photonics
Company of the Year 2019, Modulight
Oy. A story by Indrani Bhattacharya describing photonics targeted for the students planning a career in photonics is
a nice continuation to the webinar ‘Photonics Education in the Future’ organized
by our Society on 6th May 2020.

I think that during the past corona times
Finland has attained a very good reputation of handling the epidemy under the
leadership of our young and talented
Prime Minister Sanna Marin, who has
also been brightly visible in the international press. Just now Finland sends a
clear message to the potentially interested experts that we can handle difficult things in a safe society. We still have
work to do in organizing the entrance of
highly trained people to the Finnish work
force as smooth as possible and apart
from general immigration procedures.

In Jyväskylä 20th Nov 2020

JOUKO KORPPI-TOMMOLA
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Kuva: Varpu Heiskanen

Introduction

Students in
Photonics
Indrani Bhattacharya
Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of Photonics
University of Eastern Finland, Finland
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Over the past few decades Photonics
has become a considerable part in the
development of modern science, including business and state-of-art technologies, creating a lot of opportunities in
job, study, research, entrepreneurship,
paving the way of producing a considerable amount of revenues and making
our lives more comfortable to live with.
Photonics is the science of light. As per
the definitions available, it is the technology of generating, controlling, manipulating and detecting light waves and
photons, the corpuscles of light, through
emission, transmission, modulation,
signal processing, switching, amplification and sensing. The characteristics of
the waves and photons are now-a-days
used widely to explore the universe,
cure diseases, and even to solve crimes.
The word ‘Photonics’ is derived from the
Greek word “Phos” which means light.
In the late 1960s, a research field was
proposed whose goal was to use light to
perform functions which traditionally fell
within the typical domain of electronics,
such as telecommunications, information processing, sensing etc. Photonics
as a field began with the invention of the
laser in 1960. Among other important
developments include the laser diode in
the 1970s, optical fibers for transmitting
information, and the erbium-doped fiber
amplifier. These inventions formed the
basis of the telecommunications revolution of the late 20th century and provided the infrastructure for the Internet
we are using today. Photonics applications cover the range of the whole electromagnetic spectrum, but the major applications are in the range of visible and
near-infrared light.

About history of photonics

The history of research in the field of
Photonics stretches back many years.
The earliest papers on the theory of light
appeared in the famous Greek Mathematician Euclid’s treatise on vision, in
the 10th century. Euclid postulated the
geometrical properties of light which led
him to put forward the laws of reflection and along with another great Greek
Mathematician Ptolemy, he proposed
emission theory which tells the visible
perception of things occurred as a result
of the eyes themselves emitting rays of
light. Inspired by Euclid and Ptolemy’s
work, the Arab Mathematician Ibn alHaytham proposed that vision occurs
when light reflects from an object and
then passes to one’s eyes. The next most
relevant development on Photonics was
by Sir Issac Newton’s work in the 17th
century. Based on his renowned prism
experiment, Newton concluded that
“light is a mixture of various colours having different refractivity,” which eventually formed the basis of his Light Particle
Theory as outlined and titled as Opticks
in the 1704. One of the main opponents
to Newton’s theory was the Dutch Mathematician Christiaan Huygens, who being inspired by Rene Descartes’ treatise,
Dioptrics, in 1637, believed that light
took the form of waves. Max Planck and
then Albert Einstein made the greatest
scientific leaps in Photonics research and
revealed the true nature of light. Planck’s
contribution to the world of quantum
physics was a momentous leap in the
pursuance of Photonics technologies. In
1900 Planck proposed a theory to find
an association between the amount of
energy that a photon carries and the frequency of the wave by which it travels,
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introducing the famous ‘Planck’s Constant’. In 1905, Albert Einstein published
a paper advancing the hypothesis that
light energy is carried in discrete quantized packets to explain experimental
data from the photoelectric effect. In
1914, Millikan’s experiment supported
Einstein’s model of the photoelectric effect. In 1922, Einstein was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Physics for “his discovery
of the law of the photoelectric effect”.
Louis de Broglie in his thesis titled ‘Recherches sur la théorie des quanta’ (Research on the Theory of the Quanta) in
1924 introduced the theory of wave–particle duality of matter. The de Broglie
hypothesis stated that any moving particle or object had an associated wave
with it. De Broglie thus created a new
field in Physics named the mécanique
ondulatoire, or wave mechanics, uniting
the physics of energy (wave) and matter
(particle) and for this he won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1929. Two of the most
famous Indian scientists in the twentieth

century were Chandrasekhara Venkata
Raman (1888–1970) and Satyendra Nath
Bose (1894–1974), whose research into
molecular spectroscopy and photon statistics shaped the growth of Optics and
Photonics around the world. Raman won
the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1930 for
his discovery of the light scattering effect named as Raman Scattering. Bose,
whose collaboration with Albert Einstein
led to the development of Bose–Einstein
statistics, which is the foundation of a
lot of research contributions still of contemporary interest. Among all the latest
developments of Photonics, the most
promising one is the concept of Optical tweezer where the possible interaction between light with matter has been
utilized to manipulate i.e., to hold and
move particles, of size typically in microns, including dielectric and absorbing
particles, without any physical contact.
This is done by using a highly focused
laser beam to provide an attractive or
repulsive force between the micro- or

Students are happily interacting at lunch with the Experts – A Student Networking Event in
Photonics West 2020 at Hotel InterContinental Ballroom B 5th Floor, San Francisco, USA.
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nano-particles, typically of the order of
pico-newtons, depending on the relative
refractive indices between the particles
and surrounding medium. The detection
of optical scattering and gradient forces
on micron-sized particles was first reported in 1970 by Arthur Ashkin, a scientist working at Bell Labs. In 2018, Ashkin
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for his discovery.

Opportunities for Students in Photonics

Based upon the recent trends and thrust
in research and development of light
and light-based technology, over the
past few decades considerable numbers
of students have chosen Photonics as
their prospective career choices. Optical
communication systems are used by and
large which are based on transmitting information, in the form of light, through
optical fibre, and the requirement of
fresh as well as experienced innovative
minds to pursue studies and undertake
research in this field is on continuous
demand. Now-a-days one can communicate around the world through e-mail,
WhatsApp or Skype in a few seconds.
Doctors and surgeons routinely perform
endoscopy and laser surgery resulting
less bleeding and faster healing time.
Countries protect their borders using LIDAR based defense equipment. The list
is long and the connection in all of these
is Photonics or light-based technology!
A profound knowledge of Physics, Engineering and Optics is needed to pursue
a career in Photonics. It will be worthwhile to mention that today there is no
dearth of standard Universities and Institutes available through out the world
to study Photonics. Students interested
in a career in Photonics should carefully
research about the Institutions related
to geographic, academic as well as financial preferences, keeping into con-

siderations of those offering a fast track
to industry through collaborative programs. In addition, there are a number
of International Societies who support
the students’ activities towards achieving successful careers in Photonics. The
International Society of Optics and Photonics, SPIE, USA, The European Optical
Society, EOS, Optical Society, OSA are
among the worldwide famous organizations who pave the way easier for the
students to inculcate their dreams to
take up Photonics as their future career
options which may be called as ‘emerging careers’. As per SPIE Global Salary
Report 2019 the annual median salary
for full-time employees in the optics
and photonics community is $74,000,
up over three percent from $71,748 last
year. This increase likely reflects the
strength of the global economy, and
tight labor markets for the highly-skilled
workers in the community. The prospective students of Photonics can now involve themselves in Student Chapter /
Club activities affiliated to SPIE, EOS or
OSA which provide excellent platforms
for them to prepare and project themselves as per the global requirements.
The Student Chapters offer opportunities to build up leadership, communication, and outreach education skills.
They help prospective student members
to connect with others in the field and
define their career path by serving as a
platform for organizing people and their
ideas. The outreach program is specially
very much interesting which provides
them the platform to directly disseminate their knowledge to the next torchbearers of the society. In the pictures
below the student chapter members in
India are actively participating in demonstration of optical processes to the high
school students in a remote village and
they have performed so well and satisfactorily!
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International Societies e.g., SPIE offers
individual scholarships for the student
members to meet up their personal expenses, like purchasing Laptops, books,
paying registration fees and supporting
travel to participate in International Conferences. This is in addition to the funds
available to establish, maintain and undertake different activities related to
Student Chapters. In this year, SPIE organized a Student Networking Event for
student members to interact and lunch
with the Experts in Photonics West 2020
on Tuesday,4 February from 12:30 – 1:30
pm in the InterContinental Hotel, San
Francisco, USA. The student members
introduced themselves and discussed
various topics with the experts, namely,
publication inquiries related to research,
appraised about the SPIE scholarship
details and shared their experiences in
their coveted journeys. Some moments
of this interaction are captured and presented below.

Students in Institute of Photonics,
University of Eastern Finland

Institute of Photonics is one of the best
places in Europe where the students are
privileged to get combinations of education along with the state-of research in
Photonics at the University of Eastern
Finland. The Institute provides a unique
combination of expertise and facilities in
Photonics. It is a part of PREIN, Photonics REsearch and INnovation – the Finnish Flagship Program focusing on lightbased solutions from scientific excellence to industrial and societal impact.
PREIN partners are worldwide leaders
in Photonics, namely Aalto University,
University of Eastern Finland, VTT and
Tampere University. Students associated
with the Institute of Photonics can get
world class Masters (MSc) and Doctoral
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“

Institute of Photonics is one of
the best places in Europe where
the students are privileged to
get combinations of education
along with the state-of research
in Photonics at the University of
Eastern Finland.
(PhD) degrees of educations in Photonics by which they are able to achieve
competitiveness in this highly sophisticated area of Physics. Researchers get
the opportunity to be involved in the
frontline research on Light Field Control, Nanomaterials and structures, Advanced Light Sources and Applied research including Portable and Disposable
sensors, LIDAR technologies, Smart PV
modules and so on. The details of students and their stories are available in
the Institute web page http://www.uef.fi/
en/web/photonics/students-stories. The
students, researchers and staffs along
with the professors of the Institute thrive
towards a very promising and bright future towards the frontline development
of Photonics technology.

About the Author
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We do miracles on a daily basis.
Impossible things take a tad longer.
This is a direct quote from one of my colleagues, discussing with
a customer. What a cheerful attitude! But before we continue this
magical path, let’s first jump twenty years back in time.

Magic
with Light

Modulight was started in year 2000 to
capitalize from laser diode knowhow
by the company’s founders from Optoelectronics Research Centre of Tampere University of Technology. Next
year, the company’s brand-new building
was opened, with office and production
space, including cleanrooms tailored for
diode laser processing. In addition to
Finnish headquarters, the company has
an office in California since 2005.
Fast forward to today – Modulight is one
of the few diode laser manufacturers in
the world, and the only medical laser
manufacturer who uses their own diode
lasers as heart of their medical devices.
Besides diode processing, the laser system assembly is done in Tampere fab.
Also Modulight’s neighborhood in Tampere has developed and grown; Tampere has become the Photonics Valley
in Finland, supporting dozens of companies and top research activities in the
field of photonics.

What’s Hot at Modulight?
Modulight’s headquarters are
located in Hervanta, Tampere.
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This year has been quite hard for many
companies and individuals due to the

COVID-19 pandemic. Fortunately – and
to our surprise – the pandemic doesn’t
seem to slow down our customers, and
we’ve gained new accounts, even Fortune 500 listed ones. This year we’ve also
kicked off many new laser development
projects with customers – very often we
end up providing much more than just
a simple component for the customer’s
application.
All this creates an optimistic vision for
the photonics industry; things keep moving. The demand for Finnish photonics
knowhow keeps growing.
Modulight’s strategy is to invest profits
back to the company, and we have recently begun a $27M investment program. We are currently building a 1000
m2 expansion to production facilities
and improving production capacity by
adding and renewing equipment. Also,
we’re soon going to get a new restaurant
called Lime Lounge in our building, offering refreshment for visitors and the Laser Family, our staff. Speaking of which,
there are over 20 vacancies open on our
career pages: positions in production,
product development, sales, and business development.
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Modulight’s founders,
CTO Petteri Uusimaa
and CEO Seppo Orsila
have are steering the
company with creative
and passionate touch.

“

Not only because we enjoy every moment
of this, but the work well done can
really save lives.

Modulight is the Photonics Company
of the Year 2019, selected by Photonics
Finland. We are grateful for this honorable nomination and also really proud of
the Finnish photonics society. It’s a great
honor to be part of such an innovative
industry and vital companies.

Lasers designed for the end user

Modulight has customers on every inhabited continent. Our sales & marketing is directed to North America, but
customer relations globally benefit from
this effort.
The product portfolio of Modulight con-
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sists of lasers from visible to infrared
(400–2000 nm) with output power levels
from milliwatts to hundreds of watts.
We hold the expertise for designing and
manufacturing transmitter lasers, DFB:s,
high-power lasers, pump lasers, lasers
designed for medical applications, laser
matching certain molecules absorption
maximums, surface-emitting and edgeemitting lasers, and individually addressable arrays.
In addition to laser diode technology,
we are providing laser modules and allinclusive laser systems for our customers. These systems typically include the
laser itself, plus lots of electronics, and

Gaining the application knowledge requires us to run the extra mile,
like to participate in the glioblastoma operation.

embedded software. The lasers have
been optimized for easy usability and
have been thoroughly tested for medical
regulatory requirements.
Quite often this means for us that we
work very closely with the end customers like brain surgeons. There are examples where our engineers have been in
the operating rooms of hospitals, or the
research lab, working with the end users
and gathering feedback of exactly how
the laser is used.
It’s a real eye-opener to be present in demanding operations where the medical
staff is using our laser devices for treating a patient with lung cancer or glioblas-

toma. This gives a very concrete motivation to keep on doing laser development
and production meticulously and carefully. Not only because we enjoy every
moment of this, but the work well done
can really save lives. If this isn’t magic, I
don’t know what would qualify!

ULLA HAAPANEN

Marketing Manager at Modulight, Inc.
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You have a very interesting study background that started at the University
of Bourgogne with physics courses on
electromagnetism, quantum mechanics, laser technology, fundamentals of
optics and numerical simulation for
the B.Sc. degree, basic toolbox for photonics. Did you feel stressed on such a
heavy load of course work or did you
even enjoy it? Were you determined to
have your career in photonics already
at this stage?
I was feeling stressed because I needed
to have a student job on the side of my
studies since the educational system in
France can be tough financially. (Later,
when I moved to Finland, I realized that
even with free education, everyone still
works on the side, which I find amazing.)
Thus, I had to balance my work as dormitory supervisor with my bachelor’s studies in physics, and I must admit that the
third and last year of my Bachelor was
quite intense. However, I was lucky to
have good professors and assistant professors who understood my situation.
Moreover, we were a small group of students, around 17 in my class, which was
perfect for training together and getting
help from each other. I thoroughly enjoyed my studies there. The University of
Bourgogne is amazing because it has a
nice campus, and the city is wonderful.
With the corona virus, it is complicated,
but if Finnish students read this, I can
wholeheartedly recommend doing an Erasmus exchange there! I was completely
determined already at that stage to work
in photonics, but I was not sure whether
I wanted to aim for research or industry work. Nevertheless, the internship I
did during the last year of my bachelor’s
and the internship in the first year of
my master’s made me realize that I love
working with light so much that it made
perfect sense to stay in the field . Which
is quite amusing, considering that after

Gauthier Briere

high school I wanted to become a sound
engineer, which is why I decided to go
into the faculty of physics. However, during those years, I had passionate professors in optics who inspired me to change
my plans.

Your Masters studies also in Dijon, involved work on optical tweezers and
metamaterial. What was the lesson
from those years?
I did those two internships during my
master’s in the plasmonic group supervised by Benoit Cluzel who is a great researcher and who can transfer his passion and interest in research easily to
people. So, the learning environment
was perfect. The main lesson I learnt
was working as a team and communicating the progress we made in our different research subjects. Even if we were
not working on the same topics, we
would share and help one another, and
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“

Last but not least, my final condition was to work in a place with a
low population density and that would be close to nature,
as I do not like big cities full of concrete.
Therefore, Finland was the best choice.
we would not leave anyone to struggle
with problems alone. Working that way
in a research team consisting of interns,
doctoral and post-doctoral students, as
well as professors is the best way to enjoy research, in my opinion. The second
main lesson was my passion for numerical simulation and trying to reproduce
experimental results numerically to understand the physics behind the phenomena we observe. This process of adaptation and understanding is a plus for
any PhDs who start working in industry
after their studies. My final lesson was
the fact that research is a wide area, and
everyone will be able to find a topic that
interests them, but they need to find the
motivation to read, search, and stay curious.

In the next phase you entered the
worlds of nano-optics and non-linear
optics in Nice. This meant working in
clean rooms with sophisticated nanostructuring devices. You prepared planar optics with all dielectric meta-surfaces and modelled light interactions in
these, obtaining 1st Prize Pierre Lafitte
Medal 2018 for your work, an acknowledgement considered of benefit for the
French industry. Did this reward turn
your interest towards industrial applications in photonics?
I participated in this communication contest first and foremost because it was
good practice for me in improving my
presentation skills. To be honest, at first,
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I did it for fun! I said to both of my supervisors, Jean Yves Duboz and Patrice
Genevet, “Okay, I want to do this, but it
is more of a crash test for conferences
and my PhD defence”. This is something
I would recommend any doctoral candidates do; conferences and communication contests are a huge plus in our careers. So, I practiced my presentation a
lot, rehearsing it a thousand times with
my friends, supervisors, other PhD candidates, and post-doctoral students to
gather different opinions and to reach
the best result. There were many different profiles in the jury; department
directors of CNRS (National Centre for
Scientific Research), directors of engineering schools (Mines Paris Tech), directors of companies like Thales, which
is a big French company. I must admit
that when it was my turn, I did not feel
comfortable at all. But I did it! And I was
really surprised that I won! The best moment of the competition was when we
had a networking event at the end of it.
I talked to many people in the industry,
and I said to myself: “Ok, there is a lot of
stuff you can do in industry as well, especially with my knowledge and skills”.
So, from that moment onwards, even if
I was not sure, I think my brain was subconsciously coded for going into industry.

How did Dispelix find out about your
expertise and what did it take from
them to convince you to take a position at Dispelix?

The topic of Metasurface is a major
trend in new optical devices and new
optical applications. Moreover, there
are not that many of us working on this
topic, so I think it is quite easy for PhDs
to find a job with this kind of a profile.
Luckily, my doctorate supervisor met my
future CTO at a conference. At that time,
I was already attracted to and reading a
lot about augmented reality glasses, and
I was making a list of all companies for
which I could work, and Dispelix was on it.
I decided to try my luck by contacting the
CTO of Dispelix Juuso Olkkonen directly.
A few days later, I got an interview, and I
was really surprised that they wanted to
see me. They did not have to do all that
much to convince me, for many reasons.
The main reason was the brain drain
phenomenon which happens in France
a lot; many PhDs prefer to go abroad in
order to find a better way of living and
working. Also, I wanted to work in a startup: their way of working always attracted
me. Having to solve technological puzzles to be able to create new devices is
so interesting for a fresh PhD. Last but
not least, my final condition was to work
in a place with a low population density
and that would be close to nature, as I do
not like big cities full of concrete. Therefore, Finland was the best choice.

You are now working with AR devices.
What is the biggest challenge in the design today? Do you think they become
wearables to us citizens like mobile
phones or will they be mostly used in
special applications in the future?
I think that for now, the big problem is
to make them mass manufacturable. So,
a lot of work needs to be done on that
in terms of fabrication process. For the
numerical and design part, there are always better ways to do things and new
approaches to create! Numerically, we

have no limits, only our imagination, the
main problem is to produce a numerical
design which is feasible in real life. If the
mass manufacturability is not a problem
anymore, I think that augmented reality headset will be a popular product for
everyone. At the beginning maybe only
huge companies will use them to do for
example training etc... But in a short
time, I think people will have them in
their houses. In my opinion, the best use
of the product would be for training and
formation. I realized it during this hard
time of pandemic, students working
from home would have had a precious
tool to learn in better condition if they
would have had those augmented reality
headsets.

Moving from France to Finland basically after you finished your Ph.D. meant
change in your living environment and
also culture. What finally made up your
mind? So far have you enjoyed
your stay?
As I was saying before, Finland is the best
for nature and low population density. I
could not have imagined better. Taking
the bus for 20 min to get to a park or forest so easily is amazing. Also, in France,
there is a kind of tendency to go work in
Nordic countries because of the political and social systems, which are more
attractive than ours. I have been living
here since January, and so far, I do enjoy
it a lot. The biggest difference is the way
people work, and how they separate private and professional life. Time management is completely different, and I appreciate it. In that way, people are more
efficient at work and in life. However,
there is still some stuff that I do miss,
like real bakery shops (and in the winter,
also light)! And maybe, the social culture
of Latin countries too, but it takes some
time to adapt, and I want to adapt.
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You have had a lengthy business career in a number of media and virtual reality related
companies. I think our readers
would like to know what kind
of studies you took before you
entered the work force in this
extremely rapidly moving field.
I assume you had a business
training, but am curious did
this training include studies in
math, statistics and programming?

Give us a hint: how we could send a
message in particular to Finnish female
students that such university training
like yours is doable and can lead to attractive work opportunities.
This is a tough question. I had the chance
to meet Francoise Barré-Sinoussi, who
is a famous French virologist because
she won the Nobel Prize for the discovery of HIV. It was for a conference of the
L’Oréal Foundation, which is trying to
find ways to attract women into science.
Her message was clear; we should use
education and communication to reduce
some of the clichés that are instilled in
our society. Unfortunately, for example,
some people still think that men are better in mathematics than women, which
I disagree with completely. It depends
on ourselves and nothing else. So, for
any women who are interested in science, they should just decide what they
want, and ignore all those societal bar-
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riers and clichés. Unfortunately, even
though some foundations like L’Oréal, or
governments, as this is also a big issue in
France, are working to change this mentality, we are still far from having enough
women in science...

Football is big in France not hockey
which is big in Finland. What you think
about 11th Nov 2020 outcome of the
football match between France and
Finland, where our juniors did not have
much respect towards the world champion stars they had to play against and
won 2-0, never happened before.
Haha! I do not have a real opinion.
Weirdly, I am not as excited about football as most French people are... Living
here, I would say I am happy that Finland won; if they did, it means they deserve it! So, happy for them we should
be!

While I studied Liberal Arts in
school, the most relevant training
I received has been from real-world
on-the-job experiences. In the AR/
MR industry, understanding the technology and how it works is extremely
important. Just as important is to understand how content creators tell their
stories to consumers, how enterprises
will leverage the technology to achieve
specific goals, how both consumers and
enterprise workers will view, ingest, and
take advantage of the content being
shown, etc. My roles have always been
to work with customers and end users to
determine the best technology and content solutions to meet the goals of both.
By putting myself in the shoes of end users and customers, I’ve been able to gain
a mass amount of information into how,
why, and what AR/MR technology and
content will provide the best use cases
possible.

You have worked mostly in marketing
in seven US companies before entering Dispelix. You started in California
in 2004 then moved to Minnesota from
there back to California and finally to
Florida. Where are you stationed now?
Marketing has been a portion of my responsibilities, but my entire career has

Josh Littlefield

been in Sales, Business Development,
and GTM leadership roles. I’m extremely grateful for my family’s support over
my 20+ year career. The roles I’ve taken
require a large amount of travel to visit
customers, partners, and attend events.
We started out in the SF Bay Area / Silicon Valley before moving to Minnesota.
We loved everything about Minnesota,
and we hope to one day move back. After 6 years in Minnesota, we moved to
Los Angeles where we’ve lived for the
past 5 years. Over the past 5 years in LA,
I commuted to Silicon Valley, Miami, as
well as working from home when possible. Again, my travel schedule has always been heavy due to visiting customer, partners, attending events, or going
to my company’s HQ’s. My family truly
believes the saying “absence makes the
heart grow stronger”. We try to make the
most of the time I have at home with my
family.
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In the beginning of your career, it was
video and media related business management and accounting. I picked one
activity: how to improve media leader
interaction with their audience. Tell us
something about this.
During the beginning of my career, I
worked in Digital Media. I was an individual contributor in direct and channel sales before moving into leadership
roles for companies who provided Web
Content Management Systems, Digital
Advertising Solutions, and News Content for US Media websites. (TV, Newspaper, Magazines, Radio, Govt) During
this period of my career, I was able to
work with some of the brightest minds
in Media. This allowed me to be a part
of the content creation process for web,
TV, and mobile. What I learned is the
importance of connecting emotionally
through meaningful interactions with
an audience through story telling. In the
world of AR/MR, storytelling is extremely
important for both consumer and enterprise content and experiences. Creators must understand how a user will
interact and connect with the content
they create. All content creators have
a story to tell. How a user experiences
that story will determine their overall
experience. If that story allows them to
complete a task and provide a meaningful interaction for enterprise users, or
connects emotionally with a consumer,
the content creator has told their story.
That is how you connect and improve
interaction with your audience. You tell
a story that moves individuals in a positive direction.

Your time at Toovio in MN, sounds exotic to me: the company uses artificial
intelligence in creation of marketing
campaigns. What is needed for input
and what was your role at the time?
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I joined Toovio as the VP of Business
Development and was responsible for
GTM activities and fundraising. During
my time at Toovio, we provided AI solutions to allow marketers to determine
the value of an individual consumer to
their business. To determine that information, Toovio leveraged data gathered
from their customers websites, profile
engines, and simple Q&A with the individual consumers. I was only with Toovio
for a short time because I discovered AR/
MR and completely fell in love with the
industry. Shortly after I moved over to
DAQRI to begin my career in AR/MR.

Following years moved you to the augmented and virtual reality business.
How the years at DAQRI (CA), LUCI
(CA) and Magic Leap (FL) prepared you
for your present job at Dispelix?
While at DAQRI (AR/MR), LUCI (VR), and
Magic Leap (AR/MR), we provided hardware wearables and software solutions
for Enterprise and Consumer markets. All 3 of them were some of the
first leaders in the AR/MR/VR industry.
What they were building was new and
extremely difficult to achieve. You now
find their former employees scattered
all over the world leading the way for
the next generation of wearables. I was
able to take the experience of forging
a path into a completely new industry
and now leverage that knowledge to
helping our customers create their own
path.

Do you see a bright future for sales of
AR devices in the US consumer market or will the market be restricted towards more special applications f.e. in
military, hospitals, construction, ….
I see a very bright future for both con-

sumer and enterprise AR wearables.
Many of us in this industry have been
working with the enterprise markets
for many years. The hardware, software
solutions, and customer acceptance
in enterprise is just now starting to be
fully ready. You can see this in the recent announcement of Magic Leap and
PTC partnering for enterprise solutions.
The consumer market is begging for the
next generation of AR wearables. They
require small, light, and powerful devices. This is why I’m so excited about Dispelix. As soon as I saw Dispelix’s single
layer waveguide I knew it was the key to
unlocking the global consumer market.
Consumers will finally be able to have
an extremely thin, small, and lightweight
display. Until now, the hardware in the
market could not deliver on the needs
of consumers. Starting with the Dispelix
displays, we can now go above and beyond consumer needs. Yes, I see a very
bright future for AR/MR devices in the
US and Global consumer and enterprise
markets.

There are a few AR technologies being developed, which one you think
will make it to the consumer market if
any?
Our interactions with our customers are
under NDA. I’m not able to provide any
information on this topic.
What is you estimate for a device price
that would penetrate the consumer
market? Will mobile apps be implemented in the devices.
The industry is in a very interesting time.
Consumers want hardware that’s pushing the edge of what’s possible while being priced as low as possible. I believe
there are several organizations who will
be addressing these issues to provide an

appropriately priced consumer solution
that delivers on its promises.

And finally, how the contact with Dispelix actualized? Did you ever think moving to Espoo f.e. meanwhile US is grilled
with the corona virus and the sitting
government practically not doing much
to stop spreading of the disease?
I was contacted by an executive recruiter
about the opportunity to work for Dispelix. At the time I was with Magic Leap and
the Corona Virus lockdowns had just begun here in the US. This is the first time
I’ve not had a chance to meet face to face
with a company before joining. I’m hoping to travel to Finland once the President-elect of the United States can lead
our country out of our current issues
with the Corona Virus. Until the US and
the citizens of the world can come together to get past this terrible pandemic,
I’ll continue to do my part and stay home
with my family. I’d encourage everyone
reading to do your part as well. We are
a global community and family, no matter of our nationality, race, or gender. It’s
our own individual responsibility to protect ourselves and others. Wear a mask.
Stay home. Do your part for the world.

What do you do when your mind is not
involved in AR or VR spaces?
My wife and I have 5 children between
the ages of 5 and 17. With that said, I
don’t have much personal time. When I
do have a few moments of quiet, I support Liverpool FC. With my family and
the greatest football club in the world, I
never walk alone!
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Now, after being in work force for 20+
years, can you think of work experiences that were of importance on the way
to become the Vice President and Alliance and Strategic Partnership leader
at Dispelix?

Troy West

You studied at The University of Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School of Business towards your bachelor’s degree.
Which studies created the basis of your
professional skills.
I received a Bachelor of Science degree
in Corporate Finance from the University
of Maryland. Prior to that, I was formally
trained as an Intelligence Analyst by the
United States Air Force. For the first 7
years out of University, I put those two
attributes together within the financial
sector – analyzing individual investment
portfolios. After that, I chose to go back
to my Defense roots and use those same
skills to analyze new opportunities like,
new business development, IT integrations, and custom software solutions.
So, the basis for my professional skills
goes all the way back to my use of analytical approaches to business problems
and solutions.
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For the AR industry in specific, it started
for me during my brief time as a contractor with Unity. That’s when the Oculus
Rift VR device launched, and Unity was
a Strategic Partner. It was then that I
started to see Enterprise firms (mostly
within Defense & Aerospace) using Unity
Engine for VR & AR content rendering.
From that staring point, it became a natural progression to DAQRI (AR Wearables & Software), PTC (AR Software Platform), and Magic Leap (AR Wearables &
Software). In different ways, Unity was
and still is, a technology Partner to them
all. My experiences with them all include
Strategic Partnerships & Alliances, and
Direct Sales.

One of your expertise is partnerships in
spatial computing that is used today in
many industrial applications. Which actions in particular you were involved?
I have been directly involved in all aspects of successful Strategic Partners/
Alliances. There are basically 3 Phases
that I pursue, in order: Business Development (BD), Integration, then Account
Management. The BD Phase is the research & understanding of the market to
then find potential technology partners
that could enhance a current offering
or sometimes a new joint-product. The
question to ask is – by adding two pieces
together, does it make an offering better?
If the answer is yes, then it’s a good bet
that a Partnership is a great idea! Once a
match is found, it’s on to technology integrations. For hardware & software, it’s

an engineering effort – what pieces need
to fit together and what applications or
platforms need to communicate with
one another. The final piece is Account
Management – how is the Partnership
going to “Go-to-Market” together? What
markets are we going to penetrate and
what are our revenue goals? All added
up, there are many moving parts to a
Partnership – it’s a heavy lift. Not all of
them succeed, but the ones that do become quite gratifying.

During your career you have met and
worked together with Joshua Littlefield,
when employed by DAQRI and Magic
Leap companies. Now you are working
again together at Dispelix. Was this a
joint decision to join Dispelix and what
was the driving force?
No, not really. It’s true, Josh and I have
now worked together at 3 companies
within the AR landscape. And, even when
we weren’t, we continued to work and
network together. He and I know each
other well so, there is a mutual respect
and a trust factor – two things that I believe are vital to a great working relationship. We grew up together in this industry, we both know the hard work it takes
to drive towards success. We have also
lived through the pitfalls that come with
introducing cutting-edge technologies –

“

having that “hind-sight” is a valuable tool.
So, when Josh left Magic Leap for Dispelix and called me about the opportunity,
he expressed his excitement for the tech
as well as the company leadership… that
was really all I needed to hear!

You live in San Antonio, Texas. Today
under corona circumstances in the US
you probably do not move around but
stay in the office. Working all time from
office must be more stressful than
working before corona time. How do
you cope with this?
True, COVID-19 has truly impacted
“work” as a whole, but for me personally, not much has changed. Since 2005,
I have predominantly been a remote
employee working from a home office.
I have now had nearly 15 years practice
communicating via Zoom calls. What
is different is now working from home
while my daughter is upstairs doing High
School via Zoom calls. She’s become my
home office workmate and whom I have
lunch with! What I do miss is the travel to
see partners, customers, co-workers and
attend Industry Events. Hopefully soon,
the world gets COVID under control and
we can all get back to a sense of normal.
I hope a visit to Finland will follow as I
would welcome meeting the company I
work for.

All added up, there are many moving
parts to a Partnership – it’s a heavy
lift. Not all of them succeed, but the
ones that do become quite gratifying.
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How frequent and safe is your business
communication from your office to Dispelix headquarters in Espoo. Which is
the best means of communication today to be on the safe side? (medal winning programmer teams educated in
St. Petersburg academia may keep eye
on you)
We primarily communicate well via Microsoft Teams and Zoom – once we
find a good time to talk that is - with an
8-hour time difference to consider.

Do you have an encouraging message
for younger generations not forgetting
women when they think about a career
in photonics and in particular in the
business sector you’re are involved in?
Yes – I say go for it! This is truly a transformational technology field and if a younger worker – male or female, wants to
jump into an industry that is still considered “early-days”, the potential for great
success and professional growth is there
for the taking. Photonics is really at the
core of how data is displayed to a consumer. We are all familiar with “screens”
like PC’s, Laptops, Smart Phones and
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Tablets. We are now rapidly moving towards wearables. Sometime in the notto-distant future we will all have the opportunity to consume data wherever we
are and whenever we want it. That’s an
exciting proposition - one that a young
University student or someone early in
their career should strongly consider.

Finally, what is left from old time Texas
or is it today only skyscrapers, media
and highways? Do you think that we
can have a tour into old cowboy times
by wearing waveguide AR glasses sold
by Dispelix sometime in the future?
Texas is big, so you can get it all. Texas
is home to 4 of the Top 11 largest U.S.
cities by population (Houston, San Antonio, Dallas, Austin). So yes, industry, skyscrapers and concrete are in abundance.
Aside from that, Texas remains very
rural in nature. You will find hundreds
(maybe thousands) of ranches and very
small country communities. So, if your
ambition is to live a Cowboy life but still
be close to a big city, Texas might be the
place for you. Until, then maybe yes, you
could catch a glimpse of what that looks
like through a Dispelix lens!!
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Kuva: Jonne Renvall, Tampereen yliopisto / Tampere University

Foreign recruits
at the University
of Tampere
Martti kauranen • Hymeyra Caglayan
Marco Ornigotti • Robert Fickler

Could you enlight us about the history of recruitments from abroad to
the photonics re-search environment
at TAU. Today foreign imports outperform Finns seven to five, if I count-ed
the present professors and group leaders right. This is quite exceptional in
Finland.
The history of photonics at Tampere
goes back to the 1990’s, if not before,
when Rolf Hernberg and Markus Pessa
were the key professors in these areas at
Tampere University of Technology (TUT).
Martti Kauranen was hired as Professor
of Physics in 1999.
Around 2007, we hired Goëry Genty and
Juha Toivonen, not yet as professors, but
they started to set up their independent
activities already at that time.

As the above developments already
show, photonics has had a strategic position at TUT and now at Tampere University (TAU) for about 30 years.

A crucial moment was the reorganization
of TUT as foundation university in 2010
and the introduction of the tenure-track
model after that. The model was piloted
in Physics, which resulted in the hiring of
Goëry Genty into the tenure-track system in 2012. After that, we filled the following tenure-track positions: Tapio Niemi (2013), Juha Toivonen (2015), Laeticia
Petit (2016). In addition, Mircea Guina
was invited into a Full Professor position.
The above appointments were based on
natural evolution of the units of TUT at
that time.

When the Academy of Finland started
with the new instrument of University
Profiling Fund-ing, photonics was one
of the topics put forward by TUT in the
second “Profi” call in 2016. The proposal
was favorably rated and provided funding for three tenure-track positions.

How this development became possible in particular, how funding of several tenure track positions could be arranged?
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Martti
Kauranen

Our experience from the earlier calls
had shown that the tenure-track openings need to be defined broadly and
advertised actively, i.e., it is more important to attract excellent candi-dates in a
relevant area than to take the chance of
not getting such candidates in a narrow,
pre-determined area.
The first call with profiling funding took
place in 2016-2017. We received 76 applications, mainly from abroad, and fi-
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nally selected Humeyra Caglayan. The
second call was orga-nized in 2018. We
received 71 applications, again mainly
from abroad. This call resulted in the recruitment of Robert Fickler and Marco
Ornigotti.

Nominated professors needed besides
offices, labspaces and funding for new
equipment and computing access, as
well as Finnish students to join the new
research groups. How TAU helped the
newcomers in this respect?
The labspace has been a challenge but
this was partly resolved by the reconstruction of completely new space to accommodate some of the chemistry and
photonics activities at TUT.
An important issue is an adequate startup package, which needs to be tailored
to the needs of each candidate. This issue was facilitated by the funds provided
by the TUT Board, who used some of
the earnings from the TUT Foundation
investments to support new ten-uretrack appointments. Due to the strategic
position of photonics, these packages
were relatively easy to justify to the top
management. Our “Profi” funding also
included elements to support the new
recruitments.

Early optics courses have to be taught
in Finnish, preferably. Did this mean
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that the Finns took this task and English teaching was given at later stages
in the photonics study curriculum. How
students have felt about majority of
teaching given in English?
Most of optics and photonics teaching
has been in English for years. The only
exception has been the basic B.Sc. optics course, which needs to be given in
Finnish but is now given also in English
because it is part of our international
programs.

Entering a foreign country contains
dealing with authorities, finding an
apartment, in a family case taking care
of children’s day care and school. Finnish language is not the best to get these
things done when coming from abroad.
Could city of Tampere and TAU help
incom-ers in this respect.
TUT/TAU and our Faculty have done
their best to help the new recruitments
in moving and settling down and I believe that our HR and other units have
been quite helpful in this re-spect. The
possibility to visit TAU and Tampere before accepting our offers is important
so that the candidate and his/her family
understand where they are coming to.
TAU also has a program “Hidden Gems”,
whose purpose is to help the spouses of
the academics to inte-grate into Tampere
and become familiar with employment
and other opportunities. In some cases,

“

Finland has features attractive
also for top-level researchers.
We just need to be more efficient in spreading
the information about the Finnish society.

this has been useful although it is challenging to actually help anybody to find a
job. We still have room for improvement
in providing sufficient language training
even for the candidates themselves.

What is your message to other Universities in Finland to encourage them to attract foreign talent in the country. What
is your message to Finnish immigration
and funding authorities in this respect?
Research is international business by default. Foreign employees make the life at
universities much more interesting and
they do improve the quality of science.
Our latest recruitments, for example,
have experience from several leading
groups worldwide, so they are also important for expanding our networks and
increasing the visibility of TAU internationally.

Finland has features attractive also for
top-level researchers. We just need to
be more efficient in spreading the information about the Finnish society. In
addition, we need to take care of the
applicant experience, so that the recruitment process is smooth with wellorganized interviews and site visits that
allow the candidates to become familiar with their potential working environment and colleagues. In addition,
the starting phase in Finland should be
made as smooth as possible.
The entry of students and researchers
into Finland should be made much easier and smoother by the immigration officers. Foreign applicants should always
be treated equally by the funders compared to Finnish applicants.
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At Prof. Ozbay’s group, motivation and
collaboration were the key elements for
success. With these ingredients, we had
a very encouraging environment to develop our careers.

Humeyra
Caglayan

You have studied, obtained your Ph.D.
on electromagnetic waves in periodic
materials, and started your early research career at the Bilkent University,
Ankara, Turkey under the supervision
of Prof. Ekmel Ozbay. Your university
says today on their web pages that ‘ A
student at Bilkent has plenty of opportunities to develop intellectually, emotionally, spiritually, culturally socially
and physically.’ Sounds like a dream,
how was it in your case?

“

I believe I have gained high
intellectual training as
well as social development
during my studies at
Bilkent.
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Bilkent is an amazing research and
teaching university in Ankara, Turkey.
It has very high standards. I had a full
scholarship during my education in Turkey. It definitely provides quite many opportunities depending on your interests.
I believe I have gained high intellectual
training as well as social development
during my studies at Bilkent. Furthermore, I was the only female student in
my class of 10 people in the Physics Department who are all with a full scholarship. I believe this experience had provided me some of the aspects of the
challenges early on.

During your studies, you have obtained
cleanroom training, numerical software training, and nanofabrication
training necessary tools in photonics.
Were they given at then your home
university?
I have obtained the training required for
my studies: cleanroom, nanofabrication
techniques, and numerical software.
Most of the training was provided at my
university by an advanced user. However, after the formal training, important
knowledge is transferred also by other
senior team members. I have joined
their cleanroom work or nanofabrication
sessions to learn the tips and tricks while
they are working on their own projects.
I believe this was very useful to advance
in my studies.

What kind of experiences you got from
your post-doc time at the University
of Pennsylvania and later how these
years brought you up as a researcher?
During my postdoc studies at UPENN,
I had involved in a very international
group with an inspirational supervisor.
The interaction of different cultures as
well as the broader vision made our
research even more innovative. I have
learned different approaches to solve
the problems at hand. And most importantly with this experience, I learned
that sometimes to provide a solution to
a problem you have to change your perspective.
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What then draw your interest towards
a tenure track position in a sparsely
populated country in the North in
small town Tampere. Wasn’t it a bit
scary effort knowing about the darkness and cold temperatures of our fall
and winter?
Not that scary but, it was not an easy decision. My family and I had to consider
all the advantages and disadvantages of
relocating to another country where we
don’t know the language and the culture.
The high research quality and infrastructure in the photonics department and
the environment provided by the university were so attractive. I was confident
that it had the components I needed.
Furthermore, after some research on
Finland and Tampere, we decided that
it is a wonderful place to live. Finland is
willing to integrate international people
into their workplace and community and
this made a huge difference in our decision.

Finnish authorities have been criticized
for sluggish handling of official papers
for highly trained personnel to enter
the workforce in academia and companies in the country. Were the official
procedures in your case as a permanent employer together with family
reasonable?
Overall, the official process was very
reasonable and smooth for me and my
family. The available times for the appointment were limited but they were
very helpful whenever we have questions.

Could you now after a few years in
Tampere see positive sides in the way
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photonics teaching and research is
done at the two universities?
Absolutely, now I can see even better the
“bright sides” of Tampere. I think photonics teaching and research quality are
very high and it is very broad covering
many aspects of it. Due to the efforts on
teaching, students not only get fundamental knowledge but also discover the
opportunities provided by the Photonics
startups and companies.
The highly innovative Photonic research
environment provides many opportunities for high risk and high gain projects.

Could you shortly describe your present group and your research aims in
the few years to come?
My team (Metaplasmonics) had grown
recently to 6 people: 3 Ph.D. students
and 3 postdoctoral scholars. Additionally, we have Bachelor and Master students in the team working on their thesis.
These wonderful researchers and I, focus
on metamaterials and plasmonics, and
the development of nanophotonic devices using different materials based on
their interaction with light. Our research
involves novel photonic structures, and
quantum materials; with reduced dimensions and improved performance.
One of our research aims is to address
the size mismatch between emitters
and optical fields to increase the interaction which one of the main challenges in
quantum nanophotonics. So far, this idea
has been implemented with resonant
structures, such as optical cavities and
plasmonic antennas for quantum emitters. Instead of using the subwavelength

modes of cavities and optical antennas
to confine light and enhance local fields,
we propose using the other extreme: extending the optical modes. We will utilize
the extended modes to enhance the interactions and to overcome the limited
sizes of the sub-wavelength cavities. We
integrate quantum emitters with optical
metamaterials to expand and redefine
the range of light-matter interactions.

Do you have a message to the Finnish governmental funding bodies, how
they should improve the allocation of
their resources?
In order to keep the innovative culture in
Finland, it is very important and necessary to have trained people and resources for natural science and engineering.
More resource allocations should be
provided to keep our innovation and to
have a frontier technology.

How to encourage female students to
take photonic as their major?
I think one of the best ways is to provide
examples of scientists whom they can
relate to. Recently, this has been done
on many platforms from primary school
education to university. Furthermore,
we can acknowledge their hesitations
and provide more flexibility to encourage them. Often female students believe
that they are not doing as good as their
peers to take photonics as a major, however, this might be just their harsh judgment of themselves.

It is equally important to keep them in
this area once they join. So, providing
more visibility to the female researchers
in the photonic field in conferences, organizations, etc. is very important.

You have a family and career, how you
can handle it all, give hints to the followers.
I am trying to focus one of them at a time.
This is something I learned after I had my
son during my Ph.D. studies. I focus and
enjoy the time when I am at work and
similarly when I am with my family. You
can also find more on this in the SPIE
Women in Optics planner of 2021.

Do you have something to add to Indrani Bhattacharya’s article in FOTONI
1/2020 on ‘Women in photonics’?
I enjoyed the article very much. I would
like to add this comment to the statistics
mentioned in the article: the numbers
are not encouraging but don’t let this get
to you. One thing we know for sure is
photonics needs more women!

What we Finns should learn from Turkish tradition and culture?
I think Finns hesitate to take risks. In
Turkish culture taking risks within some
limits is considered quite positive.
That being said, Turkish people may learn
a lot from Finnish culture and tradition.

https://spie.org/about-spie/advocacy/women-inoptics/women-in-optics-planner/2021-wio-planner
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Marco
Ornigotti
You have obtained your education at
Politechnico di Milano under supervision of three renowned professors
Guglielmo Lanzani, Mauro Nisoli and
Stefano Longhi in the physics department that has pioneered laser research
since the invention of the laser in the
sixties (one of the earliest pioneers was
professor Orazio Svelto). Your research
started with experiments on ultrafast
charge transport on organic semiconductor films, then continued towards
development of polarization gating
technique to produce attosecond pulses (pioneering technology) and finally
towards quantum optical analogies in
waveguide structures. Do you see that
you early experimental research has
helped you in your presently purely
theoretical work? Is this a recommendable path for photonics students?
I always cultivated an interest for theory.
Since the very beginning of my studies
(and, to some extent, even before), I was
always fascinated by how great minds
like Newton, Einstein or Feynman came
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up with clever solutions to tackle fundamental problems, and how elegant and
“simple” their solution was! My bachelor and master gave me the possibility to discover and understand the importance of experimental research, and
represented an important milestone in
my education, as during that time I realised, that theoretical and experimental
research are just two faces of the same
coin, and one cannot exist without the
other. However, it was only during my
PhD in the group of Prof. Stefano Longhi,
that I finally understood the symbiotic
relation between theory and experiments, and how important experiments
are, for the advancement of theoretical
physics. My time working on quantum
optical analogies, in fact, shown me how
interlinked physics really is, and how ideas and theories from seemingly different areas of physics are in reality deeply
connected, and can sometimes lead, to
groundbreaking applications in photonics.
I believe that having some experience as
an experimentalist, even for a little time,
is a tremendous advantage for a theoretician, especially nowadays. That’s why
I always encourage students, that want
to undertake the path towards theoretical physics, to have some experience,
with a summer project, a bachelor, or
even a master thesis in an experimental
group. Realising how important experiments are, and understanding their challenges and limitations is, in my opinion,
an important pillar in the education of a
modern theoretician, especially one that
wants to make a career in Photonics.

How you see the influence of world
leading laser research tradition at Politecnico on your development as a scientist.

Growing as a student, first, and researcher, after, at Politecnico di Milano
has been a very fun and inspiring experience. I had the fortune of being a
scholar of Prof. Orazio Svelto for several
courses, and, conducted research backto-back with some of the world leading
scientist in laser physics and Photonics.
The renown that Politecnico has in the
world in, amongst other disciplines, laser
physics, has been an excellent business
card for me, when I decided to leave Italy
and start my post-doctoral experience
abroad.
As I said, at Politecnico I had the privilege
to have Prof. Orazio Svelto himself as a
professor for several key-courses in Photonics. I can say, learning the principles
of lasers from one of the men that actually contributed to its creation really puts
things on a different perspective. Now
that I am teaching Laser Physics myself
at Tampere University, I feel his legacy
in my approach to the subject, and I am
still using the notes I took as a student
during his courses, as a guideline for
preparing the lectures!
So, yes, indubitably, my research career
has been strongly influenced by me having studied and pursued my PhD at Politecnico.

Could you highlight your experiences
from your post-doc period and early
career from Friedrich-Schiller University (habil work), MPI Erlangen, MIT and
University of Rostock
MIT was my very first experience abroad:
my first time living alone, far from home,
and the first time being in a different
research group, adapting to a different
style of managing and conducting research. It was great experience, espe-

cially because I did it as a PhD student,
and I could enjoy every single part of it,
without the pressure that comes later as
a postdoc. Thinking back to it, I think it
highly contributed to my decision, about
a year later, to pursue some of my postdoctoral research abroad. It surely is
what pushed me to change the subject
of my research from optical waveguides
to optical beams, and move to Erlangen,
where I had the privilege to spend some
year at the Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Light, learning a whole lot of
new things about light, which, ultimately,
have defined my career. My postdoc in
Erlangen was also the very first time I
was in a theory group, doing exclusively
theory work. This has been my very defining experience, and what once and
for all convinced me, that theory was the
path I wanted to embark on for my future.
Curiously enough, though, after some
years I started hearing the call of experiments again, and I then decided to try
taking the part of the theorist amongst
experimentalists. I got in contact with
Prof. Alexander Szameit, with whom I
had already collaborated during my PhD
for several projects, and decided to join
his newly formed experimental group
in Jena (and then followed him, when
he moved to Rostock, a couple of years
later). If Erlangen was the place where I
understood my true calling was theory,
Jena (and, later, Rostock) was instead the
place where I learned to work together
with experimentalists, delved deeper
into the role of a researcher (getting
more responsibilities, supervising students,…) and get a better understanding of the managing aspect of science.
During my postdoc years in the group of
Prof. Szameit, I have learned a lot, and
grew both as a scientist and as a person.
From him, I learned how to really have
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“

You’d be surprised how very close
photonics and general relativity are
conceptually
fun while doing research, and, most
importantly, how to never give up on a
good idea, even when the future looks
uncertain.

Please shortly describe which directions your research is going to be at
TAU. Has there been enough theory
oriented students to join your group
from Finnish universities and abroad?
There has been a growing interest in
theoretical activities, especially amongst
finnish students, since my arrival at TAU
in 2019. I see this as a sign of interest
and curiosity towards purely theoretical
activities in photonics, where the activity has been primarily experimental in
the past years (at least at TAU). If I could
summarise my research experience in
one sentence, and make it a slogan for
the students, it would be something
along the lines of “be free to explore
different directions, but always keep an
eye on the applications”. This, to some
extent, is what I am currently doing with
my Theoretical Optics and Photonics
group at Tampere University: we are
exploring very different aspects of physics, from photonics to quantum optics,
to black hole physics, trying to find novel
ideas, that could be brought back into
optics and generate new technology,
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or, simply, new knowledge. You’d be
surprised how very close photonics and
general relativity are conceptually, for
example, and how the latter could be
used to inspire novel devices and methods to control the flow of light in photonic structures!
Currently, my group has several projects
running, ranging from the properties of
beams of light that can propagate along
curved trajectories while propagating
in free space, or in nonlinear media, to
optical vortices as a new way to characterize the properties of different materials, or the study on how it is possible
to enhance the interaction of light with
matter to achieve better control on it.
We also have a project that aims at finding an optical analogue of the expanding universe!

Do you see possibilities in your work
that would be useful for some hightech photonics companies or have you
already activities in this respect?
I believe, that ultimately every theory
finds its way to application, whether it
is in some technological device that will
then become of daily use (lasers come
into my mind, but also the GPS navigation system, probably the most famous

“

The North always fascinated me.
I like its communion with Nature, its cold
climate in winter, and the many heavy
metal band that originated from it.
“real life” application of general relativity), or as a part of a bigger, more elegant theory, that would serve a higher
purpose.
In my research, I always tend to balance
these two aspects: the “theory for theory’s sake” (as I like to call it, to adapt Theopile Gautier’s “art for art’s sake”), with
its more applied, technological impact. I
believe that both aspects are important,
and as such they should be nurtured
and developed.
The recent research project that I, together with colleagues from TAU and
Aalto University, submitted to Academy
of Finland is a good example of that. The
project, that will deal with understanding
the interaction of structured light with
2D materials (such as graphene), has the
potential for a high technological impact
behind it, but at the same time it contains many novel and exciting theories to
be developed and to look for, which will
most certainly support the technological
value of the whole project, but that will
also have a significant fundamental value, allowing theoretical physics to reach
new shores.

What draw your interest towards a tenure track at TAU in a small town Tam-

pere in the North. Wasn’t it a bit scary
effort knowing that the fine Italian traditions, excellent food and wine, fashion, football (you have hockey instead
in Tampere) and historical atmosphere
were not to be expected to be there?
The North always fascinated me. I like
its communion with Nature, its cold climate in winter, and the many heavy
metal band that originated from it. So
when I saw the possibility to apply for
a tenure track in Tampere, I made sure
not to let this chance slip through my
hands! Besides that, Finland has a very
thriving and active photonics ecosystem,
and this was enough of a motivation for
me, research-wise, to try being a part
of it. It has been 10 years now, since I
left Italy (for Germany first, and then for
Finland). True, I had to leave back many
things from my homeland (not the football, though. I am afraid in this respect I
am not really Italian), but I am happy to
have been exposed to different cultures
and traditions, to have adopted some of
those as my own, and, sometimes, contaminated my own culture with different
ones, and I am most certainly looking
forward to discover more about the finnish culture, and make some of them my
own, or at least mix them with my cultural and historical background. I find it
very interesting, in fact, to learn about
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new cultures and customs, to compare
them with my own, and to learn new
things from them, especially if I move
to a country, where I am planning to
spend an extended period of time. So,
when I got appointed in Tampere, I was
very excited, because I knew a new adventure was starting, and a new culture
to discover and appreciate was opening
before my eyes!

How Finnish authorities and the University helped you to enter the country
as a permanent employer?
That was a very smooth and easy process. TAU was really helpful in aiding me
settling in Tampere, and going through
the whole bureaucracy. I must say, also
the authorities (Migri, etc.) were very
helpful and surprisingly fast.

Now after a couple of years at TAU,
how research and teaching has taken
off as a member of the photonics community of the University? Surprises?
I would say, in a good way. Here at TAU
I found a very welcoming and exciting
environment, that gave me the possibility to setup new collaborations, both



at the local, national, and international
level, and I believe that my research will
greatly benefit from that. Moreover, the
characteristic broad spectrum of research at TAU (in photonics, but also in
physics in general) is a very interesting
playground for me, as I have the possibility to explore different research directions, some of which I have brought
with me when I came to Tampere, and
some of which have been born at TAU
already! Teaching also took off in a good
way: I teach laser physics, and I have to
say, students are very well-prepared.
Sometimes, they ask very interesting
and challenging questions too.

Do you think that possibilities in Finnish and EU research funding programs
would be good enough to keep you
in Tampere for the next ten years to
come? Where Finnish funding bodies
could improve?
I definitely think so. Finland is the ideal
environment for conducting research in
Photonics, and Tampere University, in
particular, is an excellent place for that.
I am most certainly working towards
building a life, and a career, here in Finland, as I believe, that this is where my
research belongs.
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’My favourite differential equation: the paraxial equation, describing the evolution
of an optical beam, typically used for quantum optical analogies. I simply like its elegance, and the amount of physics it really can describe'
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Robert
Fickler
First, welcome to Tampere and the
photonics community of Finland
Thank you very much, I am very happy
to be part of this strong research field in
Finland.

Since your early education (at the University of Ulm) you have been involved
with fundamental quantum physics
questions. Just to mention the title of
your B.Sc. Thesis ‘The term realism in
quantum physics’. What did you write
about this realism at the time?
Yes, fundamental questions were and
still are always the ones that excite me
the most, especially the ones that seem
to be counterintuitive. I guess this explains my interest in quantum physics.
In my Bachelor’s thesis in philosophy, I
studied what “realism” means from a

philosophical perspective, with a special
focus on realism in quantum physics. In
very short, (scientific) realism in physics
means the assumption that we are objective outside observers and can study
the world, i.e. its objects and properties,
as it is, independent of our measurements. This idea of realism is nowadays
questioned by many quantum experiments, which might sound a bit mindboggling but also extremely interesting.
While I think the Bachelor thesis helped
me a lot to better understand the term
“realism” when it comes to natural sciences, it also opened my eyes that some
supposedly new questions posed by
quantum physicists have been studied,
answered, and challenged by many philosophers over last centuries. I think I
can also say that the thesis sparked my
interest in experimental quantum physics to better appreciate the different
standpoints in these interesting discussions.

Your Masters Thesis continued with
work on implantation of single ions
in the solid state devices. Seemingly a
demanding experimental effort that
needed structural nanometre accuracy. How successful it was, which device
functions were created?
For my Master’s thesis, I joined the group
of Prof. Schmidt-Kaler, who was the only
experimental quantum physicist at that
time in Ulm. I was working with a PhD
student and postdoc on a very challenging experiment, where I learned that
experimental research often requires
small and cumbersome steps to achieve
the desired goals. We were able to shoot
out deterministically single ions from an
ion trap, which is usually used for atom
optics experiments. The future aim was
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to implant them into materials with very
high resolution. My task was to develop
an electrostatic lens to achieve a nanometre resolution at the target plane.
At the end of my thesis, the design was
clear and the first tests were done. However, the short time frame of a Master’s
thesis didn’t allow verifying my simulations. Nevertheless, I was very happy
to see that around 5-6 years later, my
former colleagues improved the whole
setup so much that they were actually
reaching the resolution I predicted in my
thesis.

After basic training you moved to Vienna to make your Ph.D. Thesis on ‘Quantum entanglement of complex structure of photons’ under supervision of
one of the pioneers in the field Prof.
Anton Zeilinger. Was it this time that
mostly directed your scientific future?
Yes, I think the time in the group of Prof.
Zeilinger was extremely fruitful and
formative for my future research. As I
mentioned earlier, fundamental questions are the ones that interest me the
most and during my PhD time, I enjoyed
and benefited from manifold discussions in the group about the foundations
of quantum physics. I also learned that
experimental quantum optics is a field in
which it is often possible to pose fundamental questions and obtain experimental answers. Of course, working with one
of the pioneers of the field was very beneficial as his knowledge and experience
in quantum optics were extremely helpful to better grasp the important aspects
of the field.

What the three years in Ottawa with
Robert W. Boyd and Ebrahim Karimi
meant for your further development?
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Again, I consider myself very lucky as I
was able to continue working with distinguished researchers in very open environments and great research groups.
In the group of Prof. Boyd, I started to
learn more about the interesting field
of nonlinear optics and nanofabrication,
which are both topics we are regularly
touching with the current studies we are
doing in Tampere. Being also involved in
the young group of Prof. Karimi enabled
me to contribute to various interesting
experiments on quantum information
tasks. In general, I think the time in Ottawa was not only productive and fun
from a research perspective but also
helped me to take the next step from a
student to a postdoc with supervision
tasks.

Could you shortly describe your present group and your research aims in
the few years to come?
My group is (mainly) working on quantum optics experiments in which try to
benefit from the complex structures
that photons can have in space and
time. We try to understand better all the
benefits such complex states of light offer but also to develop the techniques
and tools required to show the benefits
in our laboratories. Besides, we try to
see novel quantum effects by increasing
the number of photons in our schemes
and by involving the interaction of the
photons with matter, e.g. in plasmonic
or nonlinear systems. This is also what
my research aims at in the future, i.e. to
show that increasing the complexity of
photonic quantum states through the
above-mentioned ideas is not only interesting from a fundamental point of view
but might also be beneficial for quantum technological applications.

“

I consider myself very lucky as
I was able to continue working
with distinguished researchers in
very open environments and great
research groups.
Many terms in quantum optics and
quantum computing are concepts that
then and there are heard by the readers of FOTONI. Could you give us a
short description of the terms like
Qubit
A qubit is the quantum counterpart to a
classical bit as it describes a system with
two possible states. The important difference is that a qubit can also be in a
superposition between the two states,
which then leads to interference effects
that can be used to enhance information
schemes such as computing or communication.
Entangled state
A quantum entangled state describes
two particles that are described with a
joint superposition state, i.e. they cannot be described individually irrespective of how far they are apart. Hence,
measuring one particle seems to affect
the outcome of the others, which is often phrased in the words of Einstein as
“spooky action at a distance”. Without
going into the details, entangled states
are the distinguishing quantum states
in optics that challenge the earlier mentioned classical understanding of realism.

Quantum computing
In quantum computing, people try to use
superposition states, entangle states,
and the resulting interference effects to
speed up certain computational tasks. In
very simplified terms, one might say that
with the help of such quantum states,
certain complex tasks can be computed
in “parallel”, which is leading to the exponential speed-up of quantum computing.
Quantum cryptography
Quantum cryptography is based on the
fundamental no-cloning theorem of
quantum physics. It states that is impossible to perfectly copy quantum states
without strongly affecting its quantum
properties, hence any eavesdropping
attack will necessarily be detected. If encryption keys are shared using quantum
states, for which an attack can be excluded by quantum physics laws, messages
can be encrypted in an unconditionally
secure manner.
As far as I know the biggest quantum
computer has a ‘dimension’ of 54. As
a chemist I was interested to see a a
quantum calculation for a four atomic
molecule, a theoretical chemist would
say not a very impressive outcome.
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“

I am also very happy being at Tampere University
with a really great team around me as well as a
nice research environment.
How far you think quantum computing
can go in a decade to come?
I agree that quantum computing is in
its infancy at the moment, however, the
recent progress has been very impressive. And while it might not sound a lot
to have a computer with 54 qubits only,
it was already good enough to outperform a classical computer on a certain
(special) task. In my opinion, this was a
really important step in quantum information science. Considering this recent
progress, I am optimistic that there will
more interesting demonstrations in the
next decade with increasingly complex
quantum computers, although the exact
tasks are very hard to predict.

Can you imagine a market driven
Quantum business world with Quantum products that we still even do not
know? Which services you think come
first?
Certainly yes. I think the different quantum technology initiatives all around the
world focussing now on bringing the
proof-of-principle demonstrations out of
the labs and closer to real-world applications. One of the leading applications is
currently quantum communication and
cryptography for which different commercial systems are already available for
many years. Different countries inside
and outside of Europe are also working towards national and international
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quantum networks, such that this might
be a technology where we will see the
first everyday use of quantum-enhanced
devices. Of course, there are also fields,
such as sensing or imaging, where certain products might become available in
the near future. In my opinion, it is a very
exciting time to see (and be a small part
of) this so-called second quantum revolution.

You have moved to TAU after living
and doing your research in Austria and
Canada, both prosperous and scenic
countries. What was the underlying
reason(s) you finally chose Tampere
and Finland?

member of

I think the decision was done based on
a combination of many different reasons. Of course, the offer to work in a
very strong photonics hub like the one
in Tampere and be able to contribute
with additional ideas and knowledge
was one of the main reasons. Besides,
the nice atmosphere that I experienced
at the university during the hiring process made that decision easier. Finally,
together with my wife, we enjoy being in
nature and we were keen on trying out
the “adventure” of going to the north. After nearly two years, I can say that it was
a great decision and we enjoy living here
a lot. I am also very happy being at Tampere University with a really great team
around me as well as a nice research environment.
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MICRO & OPTO electronics
SILICON PHOTONICS
COMPLEX SOLUTION
optical, mechanical
& electrical design
HF simulation
BACKEND PROCESSES
die & wire bonding
wafer probing, burn-in
substrate dicing
optical coupling
SILICON PHOTONICS
butt & free space optics coupling
PIC edge & grating
single & fibre array
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